Major River Flooding Continues

Important Forecast Changes

Little to no change from previous forecast. Sites on the Missouri River are forecast to crest this weekend into early next week, while sites on the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers are near crest or falling.

Message of the Day:

Major river flooding is expected to continue over the next several days on the Illinois River and portions of the Mississippi River.
Other Resources

- **Check out our EM webpage** – information just for our partners!
- **Flood safety and storm preparedness information**
- **Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service** – latest river observations, forecasts, and precipitation estimates.
- **Please give us your storm reports!** Find us on social media or call this number: 1-800-852-7497

Impact-Based Messaging Suggestions

- Never drive into flood waters. Turn around, don’t drown!

Find Us On Social Media!

- @NWSStLouis
- NWS Saint Louis
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